Abstract. We study a class of hyperbolic Cauchy problems, associated with linear operators and systems with polynomially bounded coefficients, variable multiplicities and involutive characteristics, globally defined on R n . We prove wellposedness in Sobolev-Kato spaces, with loss of smoothness and decay at infinity. We also obtain results about propagation of singularities, in terms of wave-front sets describing the evolution of both smoothness and decay singularities of temperate distributions. Moreover, we can prove the existence of random-field solutions for the associated stochastic Cauchy problems. To this aim, we first discuss algebraic properties for iterated integrals of suitable parameter-dependent families of Fourier integral operators, associated with the characteristic roots, which are involved in the construction of the fundamental solution. In particular, we show that, also for this operator class, the involutiveness of the characteristics implies commutative properties for such expressions.
Introduction
In the present paper we focus on the Cauchy problem for xxy :" p1`|x| 2 q 1{2 , some C kα ą 0 and all t P r0, Ts, x P R n . The hypothesis of smoothness with respect to t is assumed only for the sake of simplicity, since here we will not deal with questions concerning low regularity in time for the coefficients of the Cauchy problem. A very wide literature concerning this topic has been developed along the past 40 years, starting with the paper [8] .
The assumption (1.3) suggests to set the problem within the framework of the so-called SG calculus (see [10, 30] ), defined through symbols satisfying global estimates on R nˆRn . Explicitly, given pm, µq P R 2 , the class of SG symbols S m,µ
consists of all symbols a P C 8 pR nˆRn q such that
apx, ξq| ď C αβ xxy m´|α| xξy µ´|β| for all x, ξ P R n , α, β P Z ǹ , and some C αβ ą 0, see Section 2 below for the precise definitions and some basic properties of the corresponding calculus. Notice that for m " 0 we recover the class S µ " S 0,µ of (Hörmander's) symbols uniformly bounded with respect to the space variable x. We are interested in existence and uniqueness of the solution to (1.1) in suitable weighted Sobolev-type spaces of functions or distributions, according to the regularity of the Cauchy data and of the operator L. More precisely, it is well-estabilished (see, e.g., [28] for PDEs with uniformly bounded coefficients, and [10] for PDEs in the SG framework) that, to have existence of a unique solution to (1.1) in Sobolev-type spaces, an hyperbolicity assumption is needed. The operator L is said to be hyperbolic if its principal symbol with real-valued and smooth roots τ j , usually called characteristic roots of the operator L. A sufficient condition for existence of a unique solution is the separation between the roots, which reads either as |τ j pt; x, ξq´τ k pt; x, ξq| ěCxξy (uniformly bounded coefficients) or, (H) |τ j pt; x, ξq´τ k pt; x, ξq| ěCxxyxξy (SG type coefficients), (SGH) for a suitable C ą 0 and every pt; x, ξq P r0, TsˆR 2n . Conditions (H) or (SGH), respectively, are assumed to hold true either for every j k (strict hyperbolicity), or at least for every τ j , τ k belonging to different groups of coinciding roots (weak hyperbolic with roots of constant multiplicity). The strict hyperbolicity condition (H) (respectively, (SGH)) allows to prove existence and uniqueness in Sobolev spaces (respectively, in Sobolev-Kato spaces) of a solution to (1.1) for every f, g k , k " 0, . . . , m´1, in Sobolev spaces (respectivey, Sobolev-Kato spaces). A weak hyperbolicity condition with roots of constant multiplicity, together with a condition on the lower order terms of the operator L (a so called Levi condition) allows to prove a similar result, and the phenomena of loss of derivatives and modification of the behavior as |x| Ñ 8 with respect to the initial data appear. The first phenomenon has been observed for the first time in [8] , the second one in [2] . If there is no separation condition on the roots, then the only available results in literature that we are aware of are those due to Morimoto [29] and Taniguchi [37] , dealing with involutive roots in the uniformly bounded coefficients case. The condition of involutiveness, which is weaker than the separation condition (H), requires that, for all j, k P N, t P r0, Ts, x, ξ P R n , the Poisson brackets
may be written as
for suitable parameter-dependent, real-valued symbols b jk , d jk P C 8 pr0, Ts; S 0 pR 2n qq, j, k P N. Under condition (1.5) and adding a Levi condition, the authors reduced (1.1) to an equivalent first order system (1.6)
with Λ a diagonal matrix having entries given by operators with symbol coinciding with the τ j , j " 1, . . . , m, and R a (full) matrix of operators of order zero. They constructed the fundamental solution to (1.6) , that is, a smooth family tEpt, squ 0ďsďtďT of operators such that $ & % LEpt, sq " 0 0 ď s ď t ď T, Eps, sq " I, s P r0, Tq, so obtaining by Duhamel's formula the solution Uptq " Ept, 0qG`i
Ept, sqFpsqds to the system and then the solution uptq to the corresponding higher order Cauchy problem (1.1) by the reduction procedure.
In the present paper we consider the Cauchy problem (1.1) in the SG setting, that is, under the growth condition (1.3), the hyperbolicity condition (1.4) and the involutiveness assumption (1.5) for suitable parameter-dependent, real-valued symbols b jk , d jk P C 8 pr0, Ts; S 0,0 pR 2n qq, j, k P N. The involutiveness of the characteristic roots of the operator, or, equivalently, of the eigenvalues of the (diagonal) principal part of the corresponding first order system is here the main assumption (see Assumption I in Section 3.3 for the precise statement of such condition).
We obtain several results concerning the Cauchy problem (1.1): ‚ we prove, in Theorem 5.8, the existence, for every f P C 8 pr0, Ts; H r,ρ pR nand g k P H r`m´1´k,ρ`m´1´k pR n q, k " 0, . . . , m´1, of a unique
for a suitably small 0 ă T 1 ď T, solution of (1.1); we also provide, in (5.15), the explicit expression of u, using SG Fourier integral operators (SG FIOs); ‚ we give a precise description, in Theorem 5.21, of a global wave-front set of the solution, under a (mild) additional condition on the operator L; namely, we prove that, when L is SG-classical, the (smoothness and decay) singularities of the solution of (1.1) with f " 0 are points of unions of arcs of bicharacteristics, generated by the phase functions of the SG FIOs appearing in the expression (5.15), and emanating from (smoothness and decay) singularities of the Cauchy data g k , k " 0, . . . , m´1; ‚ we deal, in Theorem 6.3, with a stochastic version of the Cauchy problem (1.1), namely, with the case when f pt; xq " γpt; xq`σpt; xq 9 Ξpt; xq, and Ξ is a random noise of Gaussian type, white in time and with possible correlation in space; we give conditions on the noise Ξ, on the coefficients γ, σ, and on the data g k , k " 0, . . . , m´1, such that there exists a so-called random field solution of (1.1), that is, a stochastic process which gives, for every fixed pt, xq P r0, TsˆR n , a well-defined random variable (see Section 6 below for details). All the results described above are achieved through the use of Fourier integral operators of SG-type, which are recalled in Section 2.2. The involutiveness assumption is the key to prove that the fundamental solution of the first order system (1.6) may be written as a finite sum of (iterated integrals of smooth parameter-dependent families of) SG FIOs (modulo a regularizing term). This is proved in Theorem 4.2, and follows from the analysis performed in Section 3. The (rather technical) results proved in Section 3 are indeed crucial to achieve our main results. Namely, we prove that, under the involutiveness assumption, multi-products of regular SGphase functions given as solutions of eikonal equations satisfy a commutative law (Theorem 3.9) . Similar to the classical situation, this extends to the SG case the possibility to reduce the fundamental solution to a finite sum of terms (modulo a regularizing operator). This also implies commutativity properties of the flows at infinity generated by the corresponding (classical) SG-phase functions. Their relationship with the symplectic structures studied in [19] will be investigated elsewhere.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall basic elements of the SG calculus of pseudo-differential and Fourier integral operators. In Section 3 we prove our first main theorem, namely, a commutative property for multi-products of suitable families of regular SG-phase functions, determined by involutive families of SG-symbols. In Section 4 we prove our second main theorem, showing how such commutative property can be employed to obtain the fundamental solution for certain NˆN first order linear systems with diagonal principal part and involutive characteristics. In Section 5 we study the Cauchy problem for SG-hyperbolic, involutive linear differential operators. Here two more main theorems are proved: a well-posedness result (with loss of smoothness and decay) and a propagation of singularity result, for wave-front sets of global type, whose definition and basic properties are also recalled. Finally, in Section 6 we prove our final main theorem, namely, the existence of random field solutions for a stochastic version of the Cauchy problems studied in Section 5.
Symbolic calculus for pseudo-differential and Fourier integral operators of SG type
In this section we recall some properties of SG pseudo-differential operators, an operator class defined through symbols satisfying global estimates on R nR n . Moreover, we state several fundamental theorems for SG Fourier integral operators. Further details can be found, e.g., in [3, 10, 23, 25, 36] hold, for all x, ξ P R n . Here xxy " p1`|x| 2 q 1{2 when x P R n , and Z`is the set of non-negative integers. For apx, ξq P S m,µ pR 2n q , m, µ P R, we define the semi-norms a~m
where l P Z`. The quantities (2.2) define a Fréchet topology of S m,µ pR 2n q. Moreover, let
The functions a P S m,µ pR 2n q can be pνˆνq-matrix-valued. In such case the estimate (2.1) must be valid for each entry of the matrix. The next technical lemma is useful when dealing with compositions of SG symbols. Lemma 2.1. Let f P S m,µ pR 2n q, m, µ P R, and g vector-valued in R n such that g P S 0,1 pR 2n q b R n and xgpx, ξqy " xξy . Then f px, gpx, ξqq belongs to S m,µ pR 2n q.
The previous result can be found in [13] , and can of course be extended to the other composition case, namely hpx, ξq vector valued in R n such that it belongs to S 1,0 pR 2n q b R n and xhpx, ξqy " xxy , implying that f phpx, ξq, ξq belongs to S m,µ pR 2n q. We now recall definition and properties of the pseudo-differential operators apx, Dq " Oppaq where a P S m,µ . Given a P S m,µ , we define Oppaq through the left-quantization (cf. Chapter XVIII in [24] ) (2.3) pOppaquqpxq " p2πq´n
with p u the Fourier transform of u P S, given by
The operators in (2.3) form a graded algebra with respect to composition, i.e.,
The symbol c P S m 1`m2 ,µ 1`µ2 of the composed operator Oppaq˝Oppbq, where a P S m 1 ,µ 1 , b P S m 2 ,µ 2 , admits the asymptotic expansion
which implies that the symbol c equals a¨b modulo S m 1`m2´1 ,µ 1`µ2´1 . The residual elements of the calculus are operators with symbols in
that is, those having kernel in S, continuously mapping S 1 to S. An operator A " Oppaq, is called elliptic (or S m,µ -elliptic) if a P S m,µ and there exists R ě 0 such that (2.6) Cxxy m xξy µ ď |apx, ξq|, |x|`|ξ| ě R, for some constant C ą 0. An elliptic SG operator A P OppS m,µ q admits a parametrix P P OppS´m ,´µ q such that
q, where I denotes the identity operator. It is a well-known fact that SG-operators give rise to linear continuous mappings from S to itself, extendable as linear continuous mappings from S 1 to itself. They also act continuously between the so-called Sobolev-Kato (or weighted Sobolev) space, that is from H r,̺ pR n q to H r´m,̺´µ pR n q, where H r,̺ pR n q, r, ̺ P R, is defined as
The so-called SG manifolds were introduced in 1987 by E. Schrohe [33] . This is a class of non-compact manifolds, on which a version of SG calculus can be defined. Such manifolds admit a finite atlas, whose changes of coordinates behave like symbols of order p0, 1q (see [33] for details and additional technical hypotheses). A relevant example of SG manifolds are the manifolds with cylindrical ends, where also the concept of classical SG operator makes sense, see, e. g. [7, 26] .
We close this section with the next result, which deals with the composition (or multi-product) of pM`1q SG pseudo-differential operators, where M ě 1. The proof of Theorem 2.2 can be found in [1] . px, ξqy -xxy as |px, ξq| Ñ 8.
The SG Fourier integral operators of type I and type II, Op ϕ paq and Opφpbq, are defined as in (2.8) and (2.9), respectively, with ϕ P P and a, b P S m,µ . Notice that we do not assume any homogeneity hypothesis on the phase function ϕ. The next theorem, treating composition between SG pseudo-differential operators and SG Fourier integral operators was originally proved in [11] , see also [16, 18, 20] . Theorem 2.4. Let ϕ P P and assume p P S t,τ pR 2n q, a, b P S m,µ pR 2n q. Then,
Opppq˝Opφpbq " Opφpc 2`r2 q " Opφpc 2 q mod OppS´8 ,´8 pR 2n qq,
Opφpbq˝Opppq " Opφpc 4`r4 q " Opφpc 4 q mod OppS´8 ,´8 pR 2n qq,
In order to obtain the composition of SG Fourier integral operators of type I and type II, some more hypotheses are needed, leading to the definition of the classes P r and P r pτq of regular SG phase functions, cf. [25] . Definition 2.5 (Regular SG phase function). Let τ P r0, 1q and r ą 0. A function ϕ P P belongs to the class P r pτq if it satisfies the following conditions: (2) holds true for a sufficiently small τ P r0, 1q.
For ℓ P N, we also introduce the semi-norms 
We notice that ϕ P P r pτq means that (1) of Definition 2.5 and }J} 0 ď τ hold, and then we define the following subclass of the class of regular SG phase functions: Definition 2.7. Let τ P r0, 1q, r ą 0, ℓ ě 0. A function ϕ belongs to the class P r pτ, ℓq if ϕ P P r pτq and }J} ℓ ď τ for the corresponding J.
Theorem 2.8 below shows that the composition of SG Fourier integral operators of type I and type II with the same regular SG phase functions is a SG pseudodifferential operator. Theorem 2.8. Let ϕ P P r and assume a P S m,µ pR 2n q, b P S t,τ pR 2n q. Then,
Opφpbq˝Op ϕ paq " Oppc 6`r6 q " Oppc 6 q mod OppS´8 ,´8 pR 2n qq,
Furthermore, asymptotic formulae can be given for c j , j " 1, . . . , 6, in terms of ϕ, p, a and b, see [11] . Finally, when a P S m,µ is elliptic and ϕ P P r , the corresponding SG Fourier integral operators admit a parametrix, that is, there exist b 1 , b 2 P S´m ,´µ such that Op ϕ paq˝Opφpb 1 q " Opφpb 1 q˝Op ϕ paq " I mod OppS´8
,´8 q, (2.11) Opφpaq˝Op ϕ pb 2 q " Op ϕ pb 2 q˝Opφpaq " I mod OppS´8
,´8 q, (2.12) where I is the identity operator. For all these results, as well as for Theorem 2.9 below, see again [11, 16, 20] . [3] . Let us consider a sequence tϕ j u jPN of regular SG phase functions ϕ j px, ξq P P r pτ j q, j P N, with
By (2.13) we have that for every ℓ P N there exists a constant c ℓ ą 0 such that
and define the function of 2pM`1qn real variables ψpX, Ξq :"
For every fixed px, ξq P R 2n , the critical points pY, Nq " pY, Nqpx, ξq of the function of 2Mn variables r ψpT, Θq " ψpx, T, Θ, ξq are the solutions to the system # ψ
In the sequel we will only refer to the system (2.19), tacitly meaning (2.18) when M " 1. 
(4) For any ℓ ě 0 there exist 0 ă τ˚ă 1{4 and c˚ě 1 such that, if ϕ j P P r pτ j , ℓq for all j and τ 0 ď τ˚, then φ P P r pc˚τ M`1 , ℓq.
Passing to regular SG Fourier integral operators, one can prove the following algebra properties.
for some sufficiently small τ ą 0, and set Φ 0 px, ξq " x¨ξ,
Assume also a j P S m j ,µ j pR 2n q, and set A j " Op ϕ j pa j q, j " 1, . . . , M. Then, the following properties hold true.
Then, R j , R M, j P OppS 0,0 pR 2n qq, j " 1, . . . , M, and
2.4.
Eikonal equations and Hamilton-Jacobi systems in SG classes. To study evolution equations within the SG environment, we need first to introduce parameterdependent symbols, where the parameters give rise to bounded families in S m,µ . The proof of the next technical Lemma 2.15 can be found in [1] . As a simple realization of a sequence of phase functions satisfying (2.10) and (2.13), we recall the following example, see [3] and [25] . Example 2.18. Let ϕpt, s; x, ξq be the solution of the eikonal equation (2.25) . Choose the partition ∆ M`1 pT 1 q " ∆pT 1 q of the interval rs, ts, 0 ď s ď t ď T 1 , given by
and define the sequence of phase functions
From Proposition 2.24 we know that χ j P P r pτ j q with τ j " c 0 pt j´1´t j q for 1 ď j ď M`1 and with τ j " 0 for j ě M`2. Condition (2.13) is fulfilled by the choice of a small enough positive constant T 1 , since The proof of Lemma 2.22 combines techniques and results similar to those used in [10] , [12] and [25] , so we omit the details. Now, we observe that there exists a constant T 1 P p0, T 1 s such that qpt, s; y, ηq is invertible with respect to y for any pt, sq P IpT 1 q and any η P R n . Indeed, this holds by continuity and the fact that qps, s; y, ηq " y ñ Bq By ps, s; y, ηq " I n .
We denote the inverse function by q, that is y " qpt, sq " qpt, s; x, ηq ô x " qpt, s; y, ηq, which exists on IpT 1 q. Moreover, q P C 8 pIpT 1 q; S 1,0 pR 2n qq, cf. [10, 12] .
Observe now that, in view of Lemma 2.22, }
Bq
By´I n } Ñ 0 when t Ñ s, uniformly on IpT 1 q. Then, one can deduce the following result, which is an extension to the analogous ones that can be found e.g., in [10, 25] . Lemma 2.23. Assume that a P Cpr0, Ts; S 1,1 pR 2nis real-valued, and let T 1 P p0, T 1 s, ǫ 1 P p0, 1s be constants such that on IpT 1 q we have
Then, the mapping x " qpt, s; y, ξq : R n y Q y Þ ÝÑ x P R n x with pt, s, ξq understood as parameter, has the inverse function y " qpt, s; x, ξq satisfying
The proof of the next Proposition 2.24 follows by slight modifications of the classical arguments given, e.g., in [25] (see [1] for details). Ă S m,µ . In this subsection we recall their definition and summarize some of their main properties, using materials coming from [7] (see, e.g., [23] for additional details and proofs).
In the sequel of this subsection we denote by Ă H m ξ pR n q the space of homogeneous functions of order m with respect to the variable ξ, smooth with respect to the variable x, and by Ă H µ x pR n q the space of homogeneous functions of order µ with respect to the variable x, smooth with respect to the variable ξ. 
ii) A symbol apx, ξq belongs to the class S m,µ clpxq 
Definition 2.27. A symbol apx, ξq is SG-classical, and we write a
The next two results are especially useful when dealing with SG-classical symbols. Note that the definition of SG-classical symbol implies a condition of compatibility for the terms of the expansions with respect to x and ξ. In fact, defining σ , r, ̺, s, σ P R, σpABq " σpAq σpBq, with componentwise product in the right-hand side. We also set 
Commutative law for multi-products of regular SG-phase functions
In this section we prove a commutative law for the multi-products of regular SG phase functions. Through this result, we further expand the theory of SG Fourier integral operators, which we will be able to apply to obtain the solution of Cauchy problems for weakly hyperbolic linear differential operators, with polynomially bounded coefficients, variable multiplicities and involutive characteristics.
More precisely, we focus on the 7-product of regular SG phase functions obtained as solutions to eikonal equations. Namely, let rϕ j pt, sqspx, ξq " ϕ j pt, s; x, ξq be the phase functions defined by the eikonal equations (2.25), with ϕ j in place of ϕ and a j in place of a, where a j P Cpr0, Ts; S 1,1 q, a j real-valued, j P N. Moreover, let I ϕ j pt, sq " I ϕ j pt,sq be the SG Fourier integral operator with phase function ϕ j pt, sq and symbol identically equal to 1.
Assume that ta j u jPN is bounded in Cpr0, Ts; S 1,1 q. Then, by the above Proposition 2.24, there exists a constant c, independent of j, such that ϕ j pt, sq P P r pc|t´s|q, j P N.
We make a choice of T 1 , once and for all, such that cT 1 ď τ 0 for the constant τ 0 defined in (2.13). Moreover, for convenience below, we define, for M P Z`,
3.1. Parameter-dependent multi-products of regular SG phase functions. Let M ě 1 be a fixed integer. We have the following well defined multi-product
where we will often set t 0 " t, t M`1 " s, for t M`1 P ∆pT 1 q from (3.1). Explicitly, φ is defined as in (2.20) , by means of the critical points pY, Nq " pY, Nqpt M`1 ; x, ξq, obtained, when M ě 2, as solutions of the system
Next, we give some properties of the multi-product φ, whose proofs can be found in [1] .
Proposition 3.1. Let φ be the multi-product (3.4), with real-valued a j P Cpr0, Ts; S 1,1 pR 2n qq, j " 1, . . . , M`1. Then, the following properties hold true. we have " 3) . Then, for γ k P Z`, k " 0, 1 . . . , M`1, the following properties hold true.
i:
# tB For any parameter-dependent, real-valued family ta j u jPN Ă C 8 pr0, Ts; S 1,1 q, we consider the solutions pq j , p j qpt, s; y, ηq of the Hamilton-Jacobi system (2.29), with the Hamiltonian a j in place of a, j P N. We define the trajectory pq j ,p j qpt j´1 , σ; y, ηq, for py, 
and, for any j ď M,
Notice that, from the Propositions 3.2 and 3.4, we obtain the following one. 
where γ k P Z`for 0 ď k ď j.
A useful quasilinear auxiliary PDE. Consider the following quasi-linear par
where, for s P R, t M`1, j psq is defined in (3.1), Υpt M`1 q " Υpt M`1 ; x, ξq P C 8 p∆pT 1 q; S 0,0 q, and Hpτ, t M`1 q " Lpτ, t M`1 ; x, ξq is a vector-valued family of symbols of order p1, 0q such that H P C 8 prt j`1 , t j´1 sˆ∆pT 1 q; S 1,0 b R n q. We also assume that Gpt M`1, j pτqq " Gpt M`1, j pτq; x, ξq belongs to C 8 p∆pT 1 q; S 0,0 q, and satisfies
The following Lemma 3.6 (cf. [37] ) is the key step to prove our first main result, Theorem 3.9. In fact, it gives the solution of the characteristics system
which then easily provides the solution to the quasi-linear equation (3.10). The latter, in turn, is useful to simplify the computations in the proof ot Theorem 3.9.
In view of this, we then give a mostly complete proof of Lemma 3.6.
Lemma 3.6. There exists a constant T 2 P p0, T 1 s such that (3.11) admits a unique solution
for a suitable constant C ą 0 independent of M, and
Proof. First, we notice that, as a consequence of Lemma 2.15, the compositions in the right-hand side of (3.11) are well defined, and produce symbols of order p1, 0q and p0, 0q, respectively, provided that pR, Kq P C 8 p∆pT 2 q; S 1,0 pR 2n qˆS 0,0 pR 2nand
We focus only on the variables pt j´1 , t j , t j`1 ; y, ξq, since all the others here play the role of (fixed) parameters, on which the solution clearly depends smoothly. We then omit them in the next computations. We will also write, to shorten some of the formulae, pR, Kqpsq " pR, Kqpt M`1, j´1 psq; y, ξq, s P rt j , T 2 s, T 2 P p0, T 1 s sufficiently small, to be determined below, t M`1 P ∆pT 2 q, py, ξq P R 2n . We rewrite (3.11) s P rt j , T 2 s, t M`1 P ∆pT 2 q, py, ξq P R 2n , and solve (3.14) by the customary Picard method of successive approximations. That is, we define the sequences
for l " 1, 2, . . . , s P rt j , T 2 s, t M`1 P ∆pT 2 q, py, ξq P R 2n , with
We start by showing that tR l u l and tK l u l are bounded in C 8 p∆pT 2 q; S 1,0 q and C 8 p∆pT 2 q; S 0,0 q, respectively, and that (3.12) and (3.13) hold true for R l and K l in place of R and K, respectively, for any l P Z`, uniformly with respect to l, j, M. This follows by induction.
Namely, notice that all the stated properties are true for l " 0. Indeed, it is clear that R 0 P C 8 p∆pT 2 q; S 1,0 q and K 0 P C 8 p∆pT 2 q; S 0,0 q, with seminorms bounded by maxt1, 2T 2 u. (3.12) with R 0 in place of R is trivial, while (3.13) with K 0 in place of K follows immediatly, by inserting s " t j´1 in K 0 psq and recalling that t M`1 P ∆pT 2 q ñ t j´1´t j`t j`1 P rt j`1 , t j´1 s.
Assume now that (3.12) and (3.13) hold true for pR ℓ , K ℓ q for all the values of the index ℓ up to l ě 0. We then find, by the same composition argument mentioned above, R l`1 P C 8 p∆pT 2 q; S 1,0 q and K l`1 P C 8 p∆pT 2 q; S 0,0 q, with seminorms uniformly bounded with respect to l, since they depend only on the seminorms of L, H, R l , K l , and T 2 . It follows that (3.12) holds true also for R l`1 in place of R, since
It is also immediate that the hypotheses and the definition of
, a monotonically decreasing function with respect to t j P rt j`1 , t j´1 s. (3.13) with K l`1 in place of K, l ě 0, follows by such property and the hypotheses on G, observing that, for any l ě 0,
which, in particular, also shows
Notice that (3.17), together with the monotonicity property of K l`1 pt M`1 ; y, ξq with respect to t j P rt j`1 , t j´1 s, l ě 0, t M`1 P ∆pT 2 q, py, ξq P R 2n , completes the proof of (3.13) with K l`1 in place of K and the argument. Then, it just remains to prove (3.16).
We again proceed by induction. (3.16) is manifestly true for K 0 . Assume then that it holds true for K ℓ for all the values of the index ℓ up to l ě 0. We find, in view of the hypotheses on G and the inductive hypothesis,
which completes the proof of (3.16) .
In order to show that tR l u and tK l u converge, we employ Taylor formula with respect to the variable t j´1 . For an arbitrary N P Z`we can write
respectively. The summations in the above equalities (3.18) and (3.19) are actually identically vanishing. To prove this assertion, one proceeds by induction on N, employing a standard argument involving the Faá di Bruno formula for the derivatives of composed functions (see [37] and the references quoted therein for more details). Now, using standard inequalities for the remainder, together with the fact that tR l u l is bounded in C 8 p∆pT 2 q; S 1,0 b R n q, while tK l u l is bounded in C 8 p∆pT 2 q; S 0,0 q, from (3.18) and (3.19) we get, for any α, β P Z`,
with C αβ independent of j, N, and, similarly,
where r C αβ is independent of j, N. Writing l in place of N in the right-hand side of (3.20) and (3.21) , it easily follows that pR l , K l q converges, for l Ñ`8, to a unique fixed point pR, Kq, which satisfies the stated symbol estimates. Since, as we showed above, the properties (3.12) and (3.13) hold true for pR l , K l q in place of pR, Kq, l ě 0, uniformly with respect to M, j, l, they also hold true for the limit pR, Kq. The proof is complete.
The next Corollary 3.7 is a standard result in the theory of Cauchy problems for quasilinear PDEs of the form (3.10). Its proof is based on the hypotheses on L and H, and the properties of the solution of (3.11). 
solves the Cauchy problem (3.10) for x, ξ P R n , t M`1 P ∆pT 2 q, for a sufficiently small T 2 P p0, T 1 s. with constants independent of t M`1 P ∆pT 2 q, ξ P R n . This also implies that Υ satisfies t j`1 ď Υpt M`1 ; x, ξq ď t j´1 , t M`1 P ∆pT 2 q, x, ξ P R n and Υ P C 8 p∆pT 2 q; S 0,0 pR 2n qq.
3.3.
Commutative law for multi-products of SG phase functions given by solutions of eikonal equations. Let ta j u jPN be a bounded family of parameterdependent, real-valued symbols in C 8 pr0, Ts; S 1,1 q and let tϕ j u jPN be the corresponding family of phase functions in P r pc|t´s|q, obtained as solutions to the eikonal equations associated with a j , j P N. In the aforementioned multi-product (3.2), we commute ϕ j and ϕ j`1 , defining a new multi-product φ j , namely for all j, k P N, t P r0, Ts, x, ξ P R n .
We can now state our first main theorem. 
Moreover, we have
where Ψ j P C 8 p∆pT 1 q; S 0,0 pR 2nsatisfies
The argument originally given in [37] extends to the SG setting, in view of Lemma 3.6 above, and allows to prove Theorem 3.9. For the sake of completeness, we include it here (see [1] for additional details). Let tpY 1 , . . . , Y M , N 1 , . . . , N M qupt M`1 ; x, ξq be the solution of the critical point system
Proof of Theorem 3.9.
such that x j , ξ j P R n , x 0 " x, and ξ M`1 " ξ (cf. [1, 3, 25] ). In view of (3.22), let`Ỹ 1 , . . . ,Ỹ M ,Ñ 1 , . . . ,Ñ M˘p t M`1 ; x, ξq be the solution to the critical points problem, for the phase functions in modified order, namely,
where x 0 " x and ξ M`1 " ξ. For convenience below, we also set
Let Ψ j be defined as
Here we look for a symbol Z j " Z j pt M`1 ; x, ξq satisfying (3.24) such that Ψ j P C 8 p∆pT 1 q; S 0,0 q, T 1 P p0, T 2 s. In view of Proposition 3.1 and (3.22), we find (3.26)
When j ě 2, we use the trajectory`q j´1 ,p j´1˘p t j´2 , σ; y, ηq defined in (3.7). Then (cf. Proposition 3.4), we have, for σ " t j´1 , the equalities
Next, we set # α 1 pσ; z, ζq " a 2 pσ; z, ζq, α j pσ; t j´2 ; z, ζq "`a j`1´a j´1˘`σ ;`q j´1 ,p j´1˘p t j´2 , σ; z, ζq˘, j ě 2. (3.27) In (3.27) the compositions are well defined, in view of the properties of the symbols pq j´1 ,p j´1 q in Proposition 3.5, which imply that the conditions of Lemma 2.15 are satisfied. Thus, α j P C 8 p∆ j´1 pT 1 q;
and when j " 1 the variables pt j´2 , σq reduce to σ.
Finally, let rT j pτqspt M`1 ; x, ξq " T j pτ, t M`1 ; x, ξq be defined as
Notice that, again by Lemma 2.15 and the properties of the involved symbols, we find
Indeed, in view of the fact that both φ and φ j are regular SG phase functions, for all ρ P r0, 1s, τ P rt j`1 , t j´1 s,
x pt M`1, j pτq; x, ξqy " xξy, uniformly with respect to all the involved parameters.
We now show that φ j satisfies a certain PDE, whose form we will simplify using the results in Subsection 3.2. First of all, we observe that (3.29)
Now, we rewrite B t j´1 Ψ j from (3.26), using (3.28), (3.29) and (3.30): (3.31)
Once more, we use the solution`q j , p j˘p t, s; y, ηq of the Hamilton-Jacobi system (2.29), with a replaced by a j , and defineα j as α j pσ, t; y, ηq "`a j´a j`1˘p σ;`q j , p j˘p σ, t; y, ηqq.
Then, after a differentiation with respect to σ, we have B σαj pσ, t; y, ηq " " B σ``a j´a j`1˘p σ;`q j , p j˘p σ, t; y, ηq" pB t a j q`σ;`q j , p j˘p σ, t; y, ηq˘´pB t a j`1 qpσ;`q j , p j˘p σ, t; y, ηqqˆa 1 j,x pσ;`q j , p j˘p σ, t; y, ηqq´a ff Once again, notice that all the composition performed so far are well defined, and produce SG symbols, in view of Lemma 2.15, (2.31), and recalling that h P S 0,0 ñ expphq P S 0,0 (see, e.g., [11, 13] ). As stated in Proposition 3.4, we can writeα j in terms of the solution to the critical points problem (2.17). Indeed, by (3.8), (3.9) we get
Moreover, using Proposition 3.1, we obtain the equalitỹ Define also 
Now, in order to simplify (3.34), we choose Z j as solution to the quasilinear Cauchy problem,
It is easy to see that (3.35) is a quasilinear Cauhcy problem of the type considered in Subsection 3.2. In view of Lemma 3.6, we can solve (3.35) through its characteristic system (3.11), with T j in place of L and G j in place of H, choosing a sufficiently small parameter interval r0, T 1 s, T 1 P p0, T 2 s. Indeed, by Corollary 3.7 and Remark 3.8 (cfr. [37] ), defining
gives a solution of (3.35) with all the desired properties. With such choice of Z j , (3.34) is then reduced to the linear, non-homohgeneous PDE
with the initial condition
Notice that (3.37) holds true since we have Z j | t j "t j´1 " t j`1 , that, together with (ii) in Proposition 3.1, gives
Then, the method of characteristics, applied to the linear, non-homogeneous PDE (3.36), shows that we can write Ψ j in the form for suitable vector-valued functions θ,θ. By arguments similar to those in Subsection 3.2 (cf. [37] ), both θ andθ turn out to be elements of C 8 p∆pT 1 q; S 1,0 b R n q, satisfying xθpt M`1, j pτq; y, ξqy " xyy , xθpt M`1, j´1 pτq; x, ξqy " xxy, with constants independent of t M`1 P ∆pT 1 q, x, ξ P R n . Such result, together with the properties of Z j and another application of Lemma 2.15, allows to conclude that Ψ j P C 8 p∆pT 1 q; S 0,0 q, and it is identically zero when d j " 0, as claimed. The proof is complete. ϕ N j , N j " 1, . . . , N, j " 1, . . . , ν, ν P N, obtained as solutions to eikonal equations, associated with an involutive family of Hamiltonians tλ j u N j" 1 . In view of [3] , such multi-product is a SG FIO, with symbol of order p0, 0q and regular phase fuction given by the multi-product φ " ϕ N 1 #¨¨¨#ϕ N ν . Theorem 3.9, together with some standard manipulation of multiple integrals and change of time-parameters of the form t j " Z j pt ν`1, j p r t j q; x, ξq, implies that it is possible to change the order of two (or more) factors in the multi-product ϕ N 1 #¨¨¨#ϕ N ν within the iterated integral. The result is still an iterated integral, on the same subintervals, of a SG FIOs with regular phase function r φ, given by a differently sorted multi-product of the same phase functions ϕ N j , N j " 1, . . . , N, j " 1, . . . , ν, ν P N, and symbol of order p0, 0q. Indeed, the symbol is altered only by the change of the t j parameter and (products of) factors of the form B t j Z j¨e xpp´iΨ j q, which are of order p0, 0q and elliptic, by Theorem 3.9 and Lemma 2.15, again taking into account that h P S 0,0 ñ expphq P S 0,0 (see [1, 11, 29, 37] for details). In particular, if the original symbol is elliptic, the same property holds true for the transformed symbol.
Remark 3.10. As we will see in the next Section 4, the fundamental solution of a system of the form (1.6) involves iterated integrals (on subintervals of r0, T 1 s) of multi-products of SG FIOs with matrix-valued symbols of order p0, 0q, and regular, parameter-dependent SG phase functions

Cauchy problems for weakly SG-hyperbolic systems
In the present section we deal with the Cauchy problem
on the simplex ∆ T :" tpt, sq| 0 ď s ď t ď Tu, where
Λ is a (NˆN)-dimensional, diagonal operator matrix, whose entries λ j pt; x, D x q, j " 1, . . . , N, are pseudo-differential operators with real-valued, parameter-dependent symbols λ j pt; x, ξq P C 8 pr0, Ts; S 1,1 q, R is a parameter-dependent, (NˆN)-dimensional operator matrix of pseudo-differential operators with symbols in C 8 pr0, Ts; S 0,0 q, .2) is then of hyperbolic type, since the principal symbol part diagpλ j pt; x, ξqq j"1,...,N of the coefficient matrix is diagonal and real-valued. Then, its fundamental solution Ept, sq exists (see [10] ), and can be obtained as an infinte sum of matrices of Fourier integral operatos (see [25, 37] and Section 5 of [3] for the SG case). Here we are going to show that if (4.1) is of involutive type, then its fundamental solution Ept, sq can be reduced to a finite sum expression, modulo a smoothing remainder, in the same spirit of [25, 37] , by applying the results from Section 3 above.
The fundamental solution of (4.1) is a family tEpt, sq|pt, sq P ∆ T 1 u of operators satisfying N k " 1, . . . , N, k " 1 Given the commutative properties of the product of the Fourier integral operators appearing in the espression of Ept, sq under Assumption I, which follow from the results proved in Section 3, our second main result, the next Theorem 4.2, can be proved by an argument analogous to the one illustrated in [37] (the details of the proof in the SG symbol classes can be found in [1] 
Cauchy problems for weakly SG-hyperbolic linear operators
Here we employ the results from the previous section to the study of Cauchy problems associated with linear hyperbolic differential operators of SG type. After obtaining the fundamental solution, we study the propagation of singularities in the case of SG-classical coefficients. We recall here just a few basic definitions, see [10, 11, 12, 13, 18] for more details. 
satisfying, for a constant C ą 0,
for all pt, x, ξq P r0, TsˆR 2n ; notice that, in the case n " We will focus here on SG-involutive operators, see the references quoted above for the known results about SG-hyperbolic operators with constant multiplicities. In particular, we assume that there is no couple of characteristic roots τ j , τ k , j, k " 1, . . . , m, k j, satisfying (5.4). It is possible to translate the Cauchy problem
. . , m´1, s P r0, Tq, for a SG-involutive operator L in the sense of Definition 5.2, into a Cauchy problem for an involutive system (4.1) with suitable initial conditions, under an appropriate factorization condition, see below.
We write Θ j " Oppτ j q, and also set, for convenience below, Γ j " D t´Θj , j " 1, . . . , m. Moreover, with the permutations M k of k elements of the set t1, . . . , mu from Section 4, and their sorted counterparts M ∤ k , 1 ď k ď m, we introduce the notation
For α P M k , 0 ď k ď m, we define cardpαq " k and
The proof of the following Lemma 5.4 can be found in [13] . Analogous results are used in [25] and [29] .
Lemma 5.4. When tλ j u is an involutive system, for all α P M m we have
where q α β P C 8 pr0, Ts; S 0,0 pR 2n qq.
A systemization and well-posedness (with loss of decay and regularity) theorem can be stated for the Cauchy problem (5.5) under a suitable condition for the operator L. This result is due, in its original local form, to Morimoto [29] and it has been extended to the SG case in [12] , where the proof of the next result, based on Lemma 5.4, can be found. 9) . U is defined in (5.10), (5.11), and (5.12). Namely, , u p2,1q , . . . , u α , . . .˘, with α P M, and m´2 and j " maxt1, . . . , muzα, we set
Proposition 5.5. Assume the SG-hyperbolic operator L to be of the form
and j tαu, we set
with α j " pj, α 1 , . . . , α k q P M m and the symbols p β , q α β from (5.6) and (5.7).
Remark 5.6. We call the SG-hyperbolic operators L satisfying the factorization condition (5.7) "operators of Levi type".
Remark 5.7. Since, for α P M k , k ě 1, we have
the initial conditions G for U can be expressed as
Notice that, in view of the continuity properties of the SG pseudo-differential operators and of the orders of the
The next Theorem 5.8 is our third main result, namely, a well-posedness result, with decay and regularity loss, for SG-involutive operators of the form (5.8). It is a consequence of Proposition 5.5 in combination with the main results of Section 4. Proof. By the procedure explained in Proposition 5.5 and Remark 5.7, we can switch from the Cauchy problem (5.5) to an equivalent Cauchy problem (5.8), with u " U H . The uniqueness of the solution is then a consequence of known results about symmetric SG-hyperbolic systems, see [10] , of which (5.8) is a special case. The fundamental solution of (5.8) is given by (4.13), in view of Theorem 4.2 and Remark 4.3. It is a matrix-valued, parameter-dependent operator family Ept, sq " pE µµ 1 q µ,µ 1 PM pt, sq, whose elements E µµ 1 pt, sq, µ, µ 1 P M, are, modulo elements with kernels in C 8 p∆ T 1 ; Sq, linear combinations of parameter-dependent families of (iterated integrals of) regular SG Fourier operators, with phase functions of the type
ϕ k solution of the eikonal equation associated with the characteristic root τ k of L, k " 1, . . . , m, and parameter-dependent, matrix-valued symbols of the type
. . , m. Then, the component U H " u of the solution U of (4.1) has the form (5.15), with W α " E ∅α , taking into account (5.12) and (5.13).
We observe that the k-th order t-derivatives of the operators W α , α P M, map continuously H r,̺ to H r´k,̺´k , k P Z`, in view of Theorem 2.9 and of the fact that, of course,
obtaining a symbol of orders 1-unit higher in both components at any t-derivative step. This fact, together with the hypothesis on f , implies that the second sum in (5.15) belongs to
The same is true for the elements of the first sum. In fact, recalling the embedding among the Sobolev-Kato spaces and (5.14), since α P M ñ 0 ď cardpαq ď m´1, we find
and this concludes the proof.
Propagation of singularities for classical SG-involutive operators.
Theorem 5.8, together with the propagation results proved in [16] , implies our fourth main result, Theorem 5.21 below, about the global wave-front set of the solution of the Cauchy problem (5.5), in the case of a classical SG-involutive operator L of Levi type. We first recall the necessary definitions, adapting some materials appeared in [15, 16, 17] . Now we recall the definition given in [15] of global wave-front sets for temperate distributions with respect to Banach or Fréchet spaces and state some of their properties. First of all, we recall the definitions of set of characteristic points that we use in this setting.
We need to deal with the situations where (2.6) holds only in certain (conicshaped) subset of R nˆRn . Here we let Ω m , m " 1, 2, 3, be the sets (5.16) (1) if x 0 P X, ξ 0 P Γ, ϕ P C x 0 pXq and ψ P C dir ξ 0 pΓq, then c 1 " ϕ b ψ belongs to S 0,0 pR 2n q, and is type-1 invertible at px 0 , ξ 0 q;
pΓq and ϕ P C ξ 0 pXq, then c 2 " ϕ b ψ belongs to S 0,0 pR 2n q, and is type-2 invertible at px 0 , ξ 0 q; outside the set of characteristic points for a symbol a. Here Op t pbq, Op t pcq and Op t phq have the roles of "local inverse", "local identity" and smoothing operators respectively. From these statements it also follows that our set of characteristic points in Definition 5.13 are related to those in [17, 24] .
Proposition 5.16. Let k P t1, 2, 3u, m, µ P R, and let a P S m,µ pR 2n q. Also let Ω k be as in (5.16) , px 0 , ξ 0 q P Ω k , when k is equal to 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Then the following conditions are equivalent, k " 1, 2, 3: 2) there is an element c P S 0,0 pR 2n q which is type-k invertible at px 0 , ξ 0 q, and an element b P S´m ,´µ pR 2n q such that ab " c; (3) (5.17) holds for some c P S 0,0 pR 2n q which is type-k invertible at px 0 , ξ 0 q, and some elements h P S´1 ,´1 pR 2n q and b P S´m ,´µ pR 2n q; (4) (5.17) holds for some c k P S 0,0 pR 2n q in Remark 5.15 which is type-k invertible at px 0 , ξ 0 q, and some elements h and b P S´m ,´µ pR 2n q, where h P S when k P t1, 3u and h P S´8 ,0 pR 2n q when k " 2. Furthermore, if t " 0, then the supports of b and h can be chosen to be contained in XˆR n when k " 1, in ΓˆR n when k " 2, and in Γ 1ˆR n when k " 3.
We can now introduce the complements of the wave-front sets. More precisely, let Ω k , k P t1, 2, 3u, be given by (5.16), B be a Banach or Fréchet space such that SpR n q Ď B Ď S 1 pR n q, and let f P S 1 pR n q. Then the point px 0 , ξ 0 q P Ω k is called type-k regular for f with respect to B, if (5.18) Oppc k q f P B, 
r,̺ p f q coincides with the scattering wave front set of f P S 1 pR n q introduced by Melrose [27] . In the case when B " SpR n q, WF B p f q coincides with the S-wave-front set considered in [17] (see also [34] ). For any R ą 0 and m P t1, 2, 3u, we set Ω 1,R " t px, ξq P Ω 1 ; |ξ| ě R u, Ω 2,R " t px, ξq P Ω 2 ; |x| ě R u, Ω 3,R " t px, ξq P Ω 3 ; |x|, |ξ| ě R u Evidently, Ω R m is m-conical for every m P t1, 2, 3u. From now on we assume that B in Definition 5.17 is SG-admissible, and recall that Sobolev-Kato spaces and, more generally, modulation spaces, and S pR d q are SG-admissible, see [15, 16] .
The next result describes the relation between "regularity with respect to B " of temperate distributions and global wave-front sets. 
where V con k for V Ď Ω k , is the smallest k-conical subset of Ω k which includes V, k P t1, 2, 3u and Φ α pt j q is the canonical transformation of T ‹ R n into itself generated by the
Proof. We prove (5.19) only for the case k " 3, since the arguments for the cases k " 1 and k " 2 are analogous. Let
Then, by (5.15) and [16, Theorem 5.17] , in view of (5.13) and the hypotheses on C, B k , k " 0, . . . , m´1, there exists c 3 P S 0,0 , type-3 invertible at px 0 , ξ 0 q, such that Oppc 3 qpW α pt, sqG α q P C, α P M
In fact, for the terms such that α P M ∤ 1 , this follows by a direct application of Theorem 5.17 in [16] . For the terms with α P M ∤ j , j " 2, . . . , m, we first observe that we can bring Oppc 3 q within the iterated integrals analogous to those appearing in (4.12). Then, in view of the hypothesis on px 0 , ξ 0 q, again by Theorem 5.17 in [16] and the properties of the operators W α in (5.15), the integrand belongs to C for any t j , j " 2, . . . , m, in the integration domain. In view of the smooth dependence on t j , the iterated integral belongs to C as well. Since the right-hand side of (5.15) is a finite sum, modulo a term in S, we conclude that Oppc 3 qpupt, sqq P C, which implies px 0 , ξ 0 q WF 3 C pupt, sqq and proves the claim.
Remark 5.22.
(1) We recall that the canonical transformation generated by an arbitrary regular phase function ϕ P P r is defined by the relations Ξ is a random noise, described below, and u is an unknown stochastic process called solution of the SPDE.
Since the sample paths of the solution u are, in general, not in the domain of the operator L, in view of the singularity of the random noise, we rewrite (6.1) in its corresponding integral (i.e., weak) form and look for mild solutions of (6.1), that is, stochastic processes upt, xq satisfying (6.2)
Ξps, yqdyds, where Λ is a suitable distribution, associated with the fundamental solution of the operator L, and in (6.2) we adopted the usual abuse of notation involving distributional integrals. Based on the results of the previous Section 5, and on the analysis in [4] , we can show that (6.2) has a meaning, and we call it the solution of (6.1) with the associated initial conditions. 6.1. Stochastic integration with respect to a martingale measure. We recall here the definition of stochastic integral with respect to a martingale measure, using material coming from [4, 5] , to which we refer the reader for further details. Let us consider a distribution-valued Gaussian process tΞpφq; φ P C 8 0 pR`ˆR n qu on a complete probability space pΩ, F , Pq, with mean zero and covariance functional given by (6.3) ErΞpφqΞpψqs "
where r ψpt, xq :" ψpt,´xq,˚is the convolution operator and Γ is a nonnegative, nonnegative definite, tempered measure on R n . Then [35, Chapter VII, Théorème XVIII] implies that there exists a nonnegative tempered measure µ on R n such that F µ " p µ " Γ. By Parseval's identity, the right-hand side of (6.3) can be rewritten as
ErΞpφqΞpψqs "
The tempered measure Γ is usually called correlation measure. The tempered measure µ such that Γ " p µ is usually called spectral measure. In this section we consider the SPDE (6.1) and its mild solution (6.2): this is the way in which we understand (6.1); we provide conditions to show that each term on the right-hand side of (6.2) is meaningful. In fact, we call (mild) random-field solution to (6.1) an L 2 pΩq-family of random variables upt, xq, pt, xq P r0, TsˆR n , jointly measurable, satisfying the stochastic integral equation (6.2).
To give a precise meaning to the stochastic integral in (6.2) we define
Λpt, s, x, yqσps, yq 9 Ξps, yqdsdy :"
where, on the right-hand side, we have a stochastic integral with respect to the martingale measure M related to Ξ. As explained in [22] , by approximating indicator functions with C 8 0 -functions, the process Ξ can indeed be extended to a worthy martingale measure M " pM t pAq; t P R`, A P B b pR n qq, where B b pR n q denotes the bounded Borel subsets of R n . The natural filtration generated by this martingale measure will be denoted in the sequel by pF t q tě0 . The stochastic integral with respect to the martingale measure M of stochastic processes f and g, indexed by pt, xq P r0, TsˆR n and satisfying suitable conditions, is constructed by steps (see [9, 21, 38] ), starting from the class E of simple processes, and making use of the pre-inner product (defined for suitable f, g)
with corresponding semi-norm }¨} 0 , as follows.
(1) For a simple process gpt, x; ωq " holds true for all g P E. (2) Since the pre-inner product (6.5) is well-defined on elements of E, if now we define P 0 as the completion of E with respect to x¨,¨y 0 , then, for all the elements g of the Hilbert space P 0 , we can construct the stochastic integral with respect to M as an L 2 pΩq-limit of simple processes via the isometry (6.6). So, P 0 turns out to be the space of all integrable processes (with respect to M). Moreover, by Lemma 2.2 in [32] we know that P 0 " L 2 p pr0, TsˆΩ, H q, where here L 2 p p. . .q stands for the predictable stochastic processes in L 2 p. . .q and H is the Hilbert space which is obtained by completing the Schwartz functions with respect to the inner product x¨,¨y 0 . Thus, P 0 consists of predictable processes which may contain tempered distributions in the x-argument (whose Fourier transforms are functions, P-almost surely). Now, to give a meaning to the integral (6.4), we need to impose conditions on the distribution Λ and on the coefficient σ such that Λσ P P 0 . In [6] , sufficient conditions for the existence of the integral on the right-hand side of (6.4) have been given, in the case that σ depends on the spatial argument y, assuming that the spatial Fourier transform of the function σ is a complex-valued measure with finite total variation. Namely, we assume that, for all s P r0, Ts, |F σp¨, sq| " |F σp¨, sq|pR n q " sup where π is any partition on R n into measurable sets A, and the supremum is taken over all such partitions. Let, in the sequel, ν s :" F σp¨, sq, and let |ν s | tv denote its total variation. We summarize all these conditions in the following theorem; for its proof, see [6, Theorem 2.6].
Theorem 6.1. Let ∆ T be the simplex given by 0 ď t ď T and 0 ď s ď t. Let The reason for the assumption that Λptq P S 1 pR n q 8 is that, in this case, the Fourier transform in the second spatial argument is a smooth function of slow growth and the convolution of such a distribution with any other distribution in S 1 pR n q is well-defined, see [35, Chapter VII, Section 5] . A necessary and sufficient condition for T P S 1 pR n q 8 is that each regularization of T with a C 8 0 -function is a Schwartz function. This is true in our application, due to next Proposition 6.2 and the fact that the Fourier transform is a bijection on the Schwartz functions. In the next subsection we will apply Theorem 6.1, Proposition 6.2 and the theory developed in the previous sections to prove the existence of random-field solutions for stochastic PDEs associated with a SG-involutive operator.
6.2. Random field solutions of stochastic linear SG-involutive equations. We conclude the paper with our fifth main result. E ∅α pt, sq, that is, Λ is (modulo an element of C 8 p∆ T 1 ; Sq) a linear combination of (iterated integrals of) kernels of parameter-dependent FIOs with symbols of order p0, 0q. We have already observed (see the last lines of the proof of Theorem 5.8) that v 0 P Cpr0, T 1 s, H z,ζ q. Since, by assumption, ζ ą n 2 , v 0 produces a function which is continuous and L 2 with respect to x P R n and t P r0, T 1 s, respectively. We have that @pt, xq P r0, TsˆR n , v 0 pt, xq is f inite.
Since all the operators E ∅α pt, sq in (6.11) are linear and continuous from H z,ζ to itself, and γ P Cpr0, T 1 s, H z,ζ q, the first integral in (6.12) certainly makes sense, and also v 1 P Cpr0, T 1 s, H z,ζ q. This gives:
@pt, xq P r0, TsˆR n , v 1 pt, xq is f inite.
Let us now focus on the term v 2 . We can rewrite it as v 2 pt, xq "
Λpt, s, x, yqσps, yqMpds, dyq, (6.13) where M is the martingale measure associated with the stochastic noise Ξ, as defined in Section 6.1. By Proposition 6.2 we then find (6.14) |rF tends to 0 as h Ñ 0. For more details see [4] . The argument above shows that we can apply Theorem 6.1 to get that v 2 is welldefined as a stochastic integral with respect to the martingale measure canonically associated with Ξ.
Summing up, the random-field solution upt, xq in (6.12) makes sense: its deterministic part is well-defined for every pt, xq P r0, Ts and its stochastic part makes sense as a stochastic integral with respect to a martingale measure.
The regularity claim Erus P Cpr0, T 1 s, H z,ζ pR dfollows from the regularity properties of the E ∅α , of γ and of the Cauchy data, taking expectation on both sides of (6.12), and recalling the fact that the expected value Erv 2 s of the stochastic integral is zero, being Ξ a Gaussian process with mean zero. It follows that the regularity of Erus is the same as the one of the solution of the associated deterministic Cauchy problem. 
